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Getting to Know You

1. What do you hope others will remember about you?

Going Deeper

1. Read Matthew 18:15-35. Discuss the passage with this in mind: Isolation & 
anger versus relationship & healing.

How does Jesus instruct us to deal with conflict? 

What is gained when it is done well? 

2. Read Ephesians 4:25-32. How can we be angry and not sin? 

What does anger and contempt look like for Paul and how does he tell us 
to deal with them?

3. By dealing with anger and contempt first Jesus tells us that we must deal 
with them if we are to have a kingdom seeking heart. What is the Spirit 
showing you concerning this in your life? With whom is He calling you to 
start the process of reconciliation?

CONFRONTING THE MURDEROUS HEART
Winning the Kingdom Battle
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Matthew 5:21-26

Exodus 20:13

Dealing with anger and _______________ is the first step towards growing a 
kingdom heart.

Anger is a spontaneous response often brought on when our will is ____________ 
or interfered with but will automatically grow in _______________ if we choose to
remain angry.

Genesis 4:6-7

Anger embraced inherently destroys human ____________________ and life.

Contempt is worse because it is a studied _______________ of another human 
being.

Romans 13:8



Restoring relationships is more important than religious _______________.

Psalm 51:16-17

The root issue is we all too often place a higher value on worshipping than on a 
heart _______________ to worship.

Matthew 15:8-9

Colossians 3:12-13

 

To not reconcile is to allow both our attitude and the cost continue to 
_______________.

Steps to a Kingdom heart.

Humbly seek the __________ cause of your anger.

Learn to see yourself and others through __________ eyes.

Psalm 139

Willingly pay the cost of ____________________.

Philippians 4:2-3


